
Thinking about when you fi sh
certain lines is the key to making
the most of your peg through
the colder months.
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WINTER FEEDING TACTICS

In cold-water conditions, the areas that you choose not to fi sh for 
the majority of the session can turn out to be the most productive, 

as Tom Scholey explains.

SAFE ZONE
Building The

VENUE
FILE

LAKESIDE FISHERY
Location: Access Road, 

Ranskill DN22 8LW
Day tickets: £6; 
concessions £5

Contact: 01777 818524
Website: www.lakeside

fi shery.net
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TOM SCHOLEY
Age: 25

Lives: Daventry
Sponsor: None
Pole: Preston 

GXR 3001 O
n the majority of  winter 
commercials the Þ sh like to live 
in the widest part of  the lake, 
as far away as possible from 
bankside activity caused by 

anglers. For this reason, you will generally Þ nd 
that pegs with a lot of  water in front of  them 
score well.

On pressured venues where anglers are already 
on the bank, or in a match situation, you often 
don’t have the luxury of  heading for the best 
area and careful thought is required to make the 
most of  the water available to you. 

I have brought the cameras to Lakeside Fishery, 
near Ranskill in Nottinghamshire, where the 
importance of  thinking about Þ sh location and 
feeding has really been driven home to me. 

The venue is solid with skimmers and ide 
and a good head of  carp is also present. It is 
littered with several small islands, giving plenty 
of  options, and the majority of  pegs have some 
kind of  feature to Þ sh up to. In summer these are 
largely irrelevant because the Þ sh will compete 
for bait and as a result can normally be caught 
on a short pole. Come wintertime, making the 
most of  the water in front of  you becomes a lot 
more important because the Þ sh back off  to the 
open water in the middle of  the lake, and the 
sanctuary afforded by the islands.

The matches that I have Þ shed at Ranskill have 
generally been sellouts, with most or all of  the 
venue’s 41 pegs being Þ shed. With anglers all 
the way around the lake the Þ sh have nowhere to 
back off  to, meaning that those who think about 
the lines that they Þ sh – and importantly when 
they go on them – are the ones who usually score 
best. 

With the average stamp of  silver Þ sh being 
so large, you don’t actually need to catch that 
many to put a respectable weight on the scales. 
It is always worth bearing this in mind, and even 
if  you don’t catch very much through the day, a 
late ß urry can see you go from zero to hero.

This is where my earlier point about Þ sh 
backing away from anglers comes in. If  you can 
create a ‘safe’ area in your peg where the Þ sh can 
retreat to, you will often Þ nd that other anglers 
will push Þ sh into your free area, giving you a 
massive advantage. 

CREATING THE ‘SAFE’ ZONE
Thinking about where you put this safe zone 
is the most important consideration because it 
needs to be in an area where you can maximise 
the amount of  Þ sh that you can draw in. 

Weather permitting, a long-pole swim at 14 
to 16 metres is normally the best place to target 
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tip and ß oat. I like a minimum of  
three feet, which allows me to hold 
my rig well away from my pole tip.  
Remember, you are trying to catch 
wary Þ sh that have already backed 
away from the disturbance caused 
by other anglers and in clear water 
it is important to be as stealthy as 
possible.

A particularly important 
consideration is your elastic because 
big Þ sh in shallow water have a 
tendency to ß ap on the surface – this 
should be avoided at all costs. I use 
No6 Preston Slip through my No2 
and No3 sections and, nine times 
out of  10, a hooked Þ sh will swim 
out of  the peg without causing any 
disturbance. 

BIDING YOUR TIME
Deciding the right time to go on 
this safe line is perhaps the most 
important decision that you will 
have to make. If  you go on it too 

early you could spook the Þ sh 
before they have really 

settled. Conversely, if  you 
wait too long you could 

cost yourself  valuable 
catching time. 

On particularly hard 
days light levels are a 

good measure. By waiting 
until the light starts to drop 

you can be sure to get a few 
bites. If  other swims are producing 

well then it's fair to assume that the 
safe zone will be particularly good, 

No6 elastic comes 
out plenty on the 
strike, which stops 
hooked fi sh splashing 
about on the 
surface.

Regular loose feeding with 
small amounts of bait helps
the fi sh to build up confi dence.
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because the Þ sh will naturally push 
out towards the middle of  the lake. 
If  you have an island in your swim, 
this will prove a natural Þ sh-holding 
feature, too, because Þ sh will hang 
around it as a natural refuge area. 
That said, with the water often much 
clearer through the colder months, 
I Þ nd it best to Þ sh in a minimum of  
three feet of  water. 

It is also important to give yourself  
a couple of  other areas to Þ sh 
through the day, but I always give 
priority to the spot that I plan to 
plunder late.

HOW TO FEED
When it comes to feeding, it is 
deÞ nitely a case of  ‘softly, softly 
catchee monkey’! Exact amounts 
obviously depend on how you 
expect the Þ sh to respond. However, 
because you are looking to create an 
area where the Þ sh can back off  to, 
the last thing that you want to do is 
leather a load of  bait in and cause 
them to back off  into somebody 
else’s peg!

I Þ nd maggots to be the best bait, 
because they are heavy enough to 
be fed easily by catapult and they 
appeal to every species. In winter, 
you sometimes Þ nd that certain 
species switch off  on speciÞ c days, so 
you need to give yourself  the option 
of  catching everything. 

Early in the session I will often feed 
as few as four or Þ ve maggots every 
20 or so minutes. I will then increase 
the regularity half  an hour before 
I choose to go on to the line but 
decrease the amount that I actually 
feed. This has the effect of  making 
the Þ sh compete, so bites should 
come quickly when you do Þ nally 
decide to go on the line.

LIGHT IS RIGHT!
As you are looking to mimic the fall 
of  loose-fed bait, a light rig is a must. 
In depths of  three to Þ ve feet I use 
a 3x8 Preston Chianti ß oat, which 
takes just Þ ve No13 shot. These are 
spread equally through the entire 
length of  the rig to give the slowest 
possible fall through the water. 

A second key aspect of  the rig 
is a really long line between pole 
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BRONZE IS 
BEST

In cold, clear water 
bronze maggots prove 

a very visible target bait 
that ide, chub 

and roach can't 
resist!

TOM'S RIG

No6 Slip
elastic
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In the match I waited until there 
were just 90 minutes to go before 
having my Þ rst look. I then doubled 
my weight within 10 minutes 
because the Þ rst three put-ins saw 
three quality 2lb ide come to the net! 
I then had 40 minutes of  catching 
really well, putting between 15lb 
and 20lb together in no time at all. 

After this the Þ sh seemed to wise 
up and I had to ring the changes to 
keep them coming. When things get 
a little more difÞ cult, making sure 
that your hook bait falls through 
with your loose feed is a key trick 
that fools the warier Þ sh. I like to 
hold my pole well away from where 
I am Þ shing, Þ re in my bait, then 
quickly ß ick my rig over the top, 
again making sure that my pole is 
held well away from the feed area. 
Most of  the bites will come as the 

ß oat is settling, as the Þ sh intercept 
the bait on the drop.

When the match Þ nished I was 
surprised to weigh in a healthy 33lb, 
which turned out to be enough to 
win! If  I hadn’t fed or gone on the 
safe line I doubt that I would have 
broken double Þ gures.  

Thankfully, the Þ sh are similarly 
obliging today, and when I’ve gone 
on the safe line I’ve caught an ide 
pretty much every drop-in for an 
hour. Interestingly, just as in the 
match, bites start to peter out after 
a while. In fact, two hours later I’ve 
got to the point where I’ve caught as 
much as I possibly can and cannot 
get another bite. This reinforces the 
point that the swim shouldn’t be 
Þ shed until late on, as it allows you 
to group the Þ sh up in an area… 
before plundering them!

KEEP IT 
QUIET

If  you watch 
any top angler 
approach his 
peg (whether 
that’s a lake, 

river or canal) 
you should 

notice that they 
do everything 
in their power 
to keep noise 

and disturbance 
to a minimum. 
There is a very 
good reason for 
this, and that is 
that unless Þ sh 
actually want 
to feed (which 

they often don’t 
in cold weather) 

they will back 
as far away 

from bankside 
commotion as 

possible because, 
quite rightly, 

they associate 
it with danger. 

Tread as softly as 
possible and you 

will deÞ nitely 
catch more Þ sh!

too. I would therefore take a chance 
and try this area much earlier. 
This obviously provides you with 
more time to plunder the line and a 
bumper weight can deÞ nitely be on 
the cards!

PUTTING IT INTO 
PRACTICE
To demonstrate the effectiveness 
of  my approach I have bought the 
cameras to Peg 21, which isn’t 
regarded as one of  the venue’s best 
silver-Þ sh pegs. I drew here in a 
match a couple of  weeks prior to 
this feature, though, and found that 
the ‘safe zone’ worked particularly 
well, so it seemed a good place to 
demonstrate the method at its best. 
The tactic proved really successful 
in the match so I’ve decided to Þ sh 
exactly the same way.

With an island to Þ sh up to, I’ve 
put my safe zone up the left-hand 
side of  it at 16 metres. I’ve found just 
over three feet of  water around 12 
feet from the bank, and with plenty 
of  open water beyond my pole tip 
and to the left of  the island I have 
plenty of  water to draw Þ sh from. 

My other two swims are at 11 
metres at the 10 o’clock and two 
o’clock positions. Here I’m feeding 
with Þ shmeal groundbait and 
maggots, although I only plan to Þ sh 
these while priming my safe-zone 
swim.

On the day of  the match I couldn’t 
really catch anything on these two 
lines, and after three hours I only 
had three or four skimmers to show 
for my efforts. With anglers catching 
well elsewhere, I knew that I had 
some work to do to claw my way 
back up the pecking order! 

I must admit that it was hard to 
Þ ght the temptation to go on my safe 
line with two hours to go. My heart 
was telling me that I needed to be 
catching Þ sh in order to compete, 
but my head was telling me that it 
was still too early to try it!

It was a similar story on the day of  
this feature and I could tell from the 
look on the photographer’s face that 
he was a bit worried when I only had 
a handful of  skimmers four hours 
into the session!

Fish caught from the safe zone are 
often larger than the average stamp

for the lake, as Tom's 40lb net shows!
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